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Description

TP-Link ER706W | Omada AX3000 Gigabit VPN Router
Upgrade your network infrastructure with the TP-Link ER706W Omada AX3000 Gigabit VPN Router, a powerful and versatile
solution designed to meet the demands of modern connectivity. With AX3000 Dual-Band WiFi support, experience blazing-fast
speeds of 2402 Mbps on 5 GHz and 574 Mbps on 2.4 GHz, ensuring smooth browsing, streaming, and downloading
experiences. The router is equipped with 6 Gigabit Ethernet ports, including 1 gigabit SFP and 5 gigabit RJ45 ports, providing
high-speed wired connectivity for seamless networking.

 

Experience enhanced coverage with triple external antennas that extend and concentrate Wi-Fi signals, ensuring optimal
performance across your network. The router features Omada Mesh Technology, allowing seamless connections to EAPs that
support mesh technology, making it ideal for large-scale scenarios. Enjoy centralized management with cloud access and the
Omada app, providing ultra-convenience and easy network management. The TP-Link ER706W goes beyond connectivity,
offering high-security VPN support with multiple protocols, including IPSec, SSL, Wireguard, PPTP, and L2TP VPN, providing
flexibility in establishing remote connections. Abundant security features, such as advanced firewall policies, DoS defense, and
IP/MAC/URL filtering, ensure the protection of your network and data, making it a comprehensive solution for your connectivity
needs.

 

Stay ahead in the realm of networking with the TP-Link ER706W, a feature-rich Gigabit VPN router that combines speed,
security, and convenience. Elevate your network performance and ensure the protection of your data with this advanced
solution.

FEATURES
AX3000 Dual-Band WiFi: Supports 2402 Mbps on 5 GHz and 574 Mbps on 2.4 GHz*

6 Gigabit Ethernet Ports: 1 gigabit SFP and 5 gigabit RJ45 ports provide high-speed wired connectivity
Omada Mesh Technology: Seamlessly connects to EAPs that support mesh technology, ideal for large-scale scenarios.**

Centralised Management: Cloud access and Omada app for ultra convenience and easy management
Boosted Coverage: Triple external antennas extend and concentrate the Wi-Fi signals
High-Security VPN: Supports multiple VPN protocols including IPSec / SSL / Wireguard / PPTP / L2TP VPN, helping users
to establish remote connections more flexibly△

Abundant Security Features: Advanced firewall policies, DoS defence,IP/MAC/URL filtering, and more security functions
protect your network and data

*Maximum wireless signal rates are the physical rates derived from IEEE Standard 802.11 specifications. Actual wireless data throughput and coverage are not guaranteed and will vary.

**Omada Mesh Technology requires the use of EAPs that support mesh functionality. Please refer to https://www.tp-link.com/en/omada-mesh/product-list/ to confirm which Omada EAPs are compatible with Omada Mesh.
Additionally, ER706W also supports standalone mesh. Please refer to https://www.tp-link.com/en/standalonemesh/product-list/ to confirm the specific models.

‡Use of WiFi 6 (802.11ax) and its features, including OFDMA, HE160, and 1024-QAM, require clients to support the corresponding features. The 160 MHz bandwidth is only available on the 5 GHz band. It may be unavailable in some
regions/countries due to regulatory restrictions.

△For PPTP VPN and L2TP VPN, ER706W V1 can connect with up to 10 VPN servers. For OpenVPN, ER706W V 1 can connect with up to 5 VPN servers.

WARRANTY
3-Years Manufacturer's Warranty

https://www.tp-link.com/en/omada-mesh/product-list/
https://www.tp-link.com/en/standalonemesh/product-list/
https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/replacement-warranty/#box_9
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